PEDOT-co-EPh copolymers with systematic variations in composition were prepared by electrochemical polymerization from mixed monomer solutions in acetonitrile. The EPh monomer is a trifunctional crosslinking agent with three EDOTs around a central benzene ring. With increasing EPh content, the color of the copolymers changed from blue to yellow to red due to decreased absorption in the near infrared (IR) spectrum and increased absorption in the visible spectrum. The surface morphology changed from rough and nanofibrillar to more smooth with rounded bumps. The electrical transport properties dramatically decreased with increasing EPh content, resulting in coatings that either substantially lowered the impedance of the electrode (at the lowest EPh content), leave the impedance nearly unchanged (near 1% EPh), or significantly increase the impedance (at 1% and above). The mechanical properties of the films were substantially improved with EPh content, with the 0.5% EPh films showing an estimated 5Â improvement in modulus measured by AFM nanoindentation. The PEDOT-co-EPh copolymer films were all shown to be non-cytotoxic toward and promote the neurite outgrowth of PC12 cells. Given these results, we expect that the films of most interest for neural interface applications will be those with improved mechanical properties that maintain the improved charge transport performance (with 1% EPh and below).
Introduction
Conducting polymers such as the functionalized polythiophene poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene) (PEDOT) have many useful qualities including versatile organic chemistry, simple processing methods, excellent biocompatibility and the ability to switch between different oxidation states. They are also known to facilitate both ion and electron transport. All of these characteristics make them attractive materials for tissue engineering, 1,2 biosensing [3] [4] [5] and neural interfaces. 6, 7 In these applications, conducting polymers are intended to directly interface with electroactive cells such as neural tissue. Electric charge can be delivered to stimulate tissue 8 or to modulate cell growth. 1, 9 Cellular activities can also be recorded with high levels of sensitivity. 10 Conducting polymers can be readily synthesized through electrochemical polymerization. Typically, current is delivered into a monomer solution, and the monomer is electrochemically oxidized onto the anode. This method has proven to be particularly useful for the coating of neural microelectrodes. When one of the most stable conducting polymers, poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), is deposited, it forms bumpy and nano-fibrous morphologies that dramatically increase the effective surface area of the electrodes. 11 After coating with PEDOT, the impedance of the electrode in the biologically important frequency range of 1 kHz and lower is significantly decreased, typically by two to three orders of magnitude. 12 The charge storage capacity (CSC)
of PEDOT-coated electrodes is also greatly enhanced. Much faster and lower voltage responses are observed when delivering stimulation charge through PEDOT. 13 Another advantage of employing conducting polymers as direct interfacing materials with tissues is that these are relatively soft materials. The typical young's modulus of PEDOT is around 2 GPa, which is significantly lower than that of inorganic metals or semiconductors (B100 GPa).
14 By using various polyanions as dopants, the stiffness of the polymer coating can be further decreased. 15, 16 The soft and flexible polymer surface allows for better contact with the cells. It has been demonstrated that highly conformal neural electrodes can be made with PEDOT as the conducting material. 17 Using a softer electrode material decreases the mechanical properties mismatch between the hard electrode and the soft tissue, which is expected to be beneficial for mitigating the chronic foreign body response. 19, 20 Recently, we showed that PEDOT could even be directly deposited into living rat hippocampus as a potential strategy for creating locally conductive pathways between implanted electrodes and the surrounding neural tissue. 21 However, depending on the chemistry and method of preparation, conducting polymer films can be relatively fragile. PEDOT films have been found to crack or delaminate from solid substrates under mechanical deformation. Sterilization and chronic stimulation can comprise the film integrity. 22, 23 When interfacing with peripheral nerves, electrodes are likely to be subjected to particularly severe strains due to chronic muscle movements. 24 Cracking and delamination of the conducting polymer coating may not only decrease the performance of the material itself, but could also leave behind fractions of the film in the tissue. Although a number of studies have demonstrated that PEDOT itself is not cytotoxic, 25 the impact of potential fragments of PEDOT remains to be studied in detail. It is therefore of interest to more carefully examine the mechanical performance of PEDOT, and to develop potential methods for improving its stiffness, strength, and durability. Several strategies have been reported for improving the mechanical durability of PEDOT films. For example, composite materials were made by blending or dispersing PEDOT into PDMS 26 or PVA 27 matrices. These soft polymer matrices provided mechanical support to PEDOT. However, as the content of these non-conducting matrix materials increased, the conductivity of the composites decreased dramatically. PEDOT was also deposited into a hydrogel network, where the soft and durable hydrogel served as a mechanical buffer. Inganas and coworkers chemically crosslinked the polyelectrolyte dopant PSS and found that the stability of PEDOT:PSS was substantially improved. 28, 29 Another method was to introduce an EDOT derivative consisting of two EDOT units linked through ethylene oxide units. 30 CV sweeps confirmed that this material had improved electrochemical stability. Despite these developments, the search for conducting polymer materials that are more mechanically robust remains an ongoing topic of interest. In order to create more mechanically robust PEDOT coatings for the neural interfacing applications, we examined a strategy for chemically crosslinking the PEDOT into a network structure by introducing a branched comonomer during electrochemical synthesis. A conjugated 3-armed EDOT derivative, 1,3,5-tri[2-(3,4-ethylenedioxythienyl)]-benzene (EPh), 31, 32 which consists of a benzene core surrounded by three EDOT moieties (Scheme 1), was used as the crosslinking agent. We felt that this crosslinker would improve mechanical properties of the PEDOT, and might be also able to preserve charge transport properties because of the potential for extended electron conjugation through the benzene ring in the core of the molecule (Fig. 1) . Crosslinked conjugated polymer networks have been investigated for engineering organic semiconductors with isotropic charge transport properties 33 or for creating stable microporous structures. 34 However, the potential application of crosslinked conjugated polymer networks as neural interfacing materials had yet to be studied. Here, we report studies of the optical, electrochemical, morphological, and mechanical properties of PEDOT-co-EPh copolymers with systematic variations in EPh content. We found that as the EPh content increased, the mechanical stiffness and strength of the copolymer films increased, but the electrochemical transport properties decreased. Adding EPh shifted the UV-vis absorption properties of the PEDOTco-EPh copolymers from the near infrared into the UV, making it possible to tune their color across the visible spectrum. The wetting angles of the PEDOT-co-EPh films did not change significantly with EPh content, and all of the copolymer films remained non-cytotoxic for PC-12 cells in vitro. The optimal films for neural interface applications are expected to be those that show significantly improved mechanical performance but still maintain high electrical transport properties, corresponding to EPh additions of around 1% or less.
Experimental

Chemical synthesis
The synthesis of 1,3,5-tri[2-(3,4-ethylenedioxythienyl)]-benzene (EPh) was adopted from Idzik et al. 32, 35 As shown in Scheme 1, first, 2 g EDOT (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in 160 mL dry tetrahydrofuran (THF, Fisher Scientific) and then cooled down to À78 1C. After equilibrium, 10 mL 1.6 M n-butyl lithium (nBuLi, Fisher Scientific) was added into the system dropwise. After reacting for 30 minutes, the temperature was increased to 47 1C and 5.95 g tribultyl tin chloride (ClSn(Bu) 3 , Sigma-Aldrich) was added into the solution dropwise and then the mixture was allowed to react for 24 hours. THF was removed by rotary evaporation, and the crude product was then dissolved in hexanes. The resultant mixture was then filtered and the filtrate was collected and the solvent was removed to yield slightly yellowish oil. EDOT-SnBu 3 was used without further purification. For the synthesis of EPh, 0.63 g EDOT-SnBu 3 , 0.460 g tetrakis(triphenylphosphine) palladium(0) (PdPPh 3 , Sigma-Aldrich) and 2.846 g 1,3,5-tribromobenzene tetrakis(triphenylphosphine) palladium(0) (PdP(Ph 3 )) was dissolved in 150 mL anhydrous toluene under argon protection. The solution was stirred and refluxed under 110 1C for 48 hours. After being cooled to room temperature, water was added into the reaction mixture. The mixture was extracted with CHCl 3 for 3 times. The organic layer was collected and washed 3 times with saturated NaCl solution and then DI water. It was then dried against anhydrous magnesium sulfate. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation. The product was purified through a chromatographic column with hexane-ethyl acetate as eluent. 
Electrochemical deposition
Electrochemical depositions were performed in a glass cell installed with a platinum wire as the counter electrode. An Autolab PGstat12 potentiostat/galvanostat (EcoChemie) was employed as the power source. For copolymerization, mixed monomer solutions were prepared by varying the feed ratio of EPh in the EDOT-EPh mixture. The feed ratio was described as molar concentration of EPh in the total amount of monomer. For example, 0.1% EPh feed ratio was prepared by mixing EPh-EDOT monomers at 1 : 999. For all the solutions, the concentration was kept at 0.02 M in acetonitrile with 0.02 M tetrabutyl ammonium perchlorate as counterion.
Pt microelectrode (0.02 cm 2 , Bioanalytical Systems, Inc, for EIS and CV tests) were used as the working electrode for the impedance and CV measurements of electrochemically deposited polymer films. For UV-vis-NIR spectroscopy studies, polymer films were electrochemically coated onto ITO glass slides (4-8 O sq Thus, for the potentials measured in organic solvents with Ag/AgNO3 as a non-aqueous reference electrode, +0.37 V was added into its value for better comparison with those measured in aqueous solutions against Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The scan rate was 50 mV s À1 .
Characterization
All the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and cyclic voltammetry (CV) characterizations of polymer films were performed on the same Autolab used for depositions. The tests were performed in 1Â monomer-free phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution with an Ag/AgCl glass body electrode (Fisher Scientific) as the reference and a platinum foil as the counter electrode. The scan rate was 100 mV s À1 for CV. For EIS measurement, a 0.01 V bias versus Ag/AgCl was applied. The frequency range scanned was from 1-100 kHz. Optical and fluorescence microscopy was performed on a Nikon Eclipse LV100 POL microscope equipped with a Nikon Intensilight C-HGFI lamp. The images were collected via a Nikon DS-Ri1 camera.
UV-vis spectra were collected on a Shimadzu UV-3600 UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer.
Scanning electron microscope images were collected on a Zeiss Auriga 60 CrossBeam focused ion beam (FIB)/scanning electron microscope (SEM). The acceleration voltage was 3 kV. A secondary electron detector was employed.
Mechanical measurements. The quantitative nanomechanical (QNM) modulus was calculated by PeakForce QNMt AFM mode with Nanoscope Dimension 3100 software on a Bioscope Catalyst (Bruker Nano/Veeco) AFM. All samples were measured at room temperature in the dry state. A TAP150A probe (force constant of 5 N m
À1
) was used to indent the sample surface to a depth of about 1-2 nm. Firstly, taking the adhesion between the tip and the surface into account, the reduced Young's modulus E r was calculated from
where F tip and F adh are the, R is the tip radius, d is the deflection. The actual Young's modulus can be calculated from
where E s is the sample modulus, E I is the indenter modulus, v s and v I are the Poisson ratio of the sample and the indenter, respectively. In our work E I c E s , so we can neglect the second term of this equation. The force constant K was calibrated by using thermal tuning with each measurement. To obtain an estimate of the probe radius R, TiO 2 standards with well-defined curvature features were employed. By analysing the image generated from imaging the TiO 2 standards, the accurate tip radius R was obtained. Since the tip may wear out after scanning, the calibration was performed before each experiment. Three scans were taken at different spots for each sample. The modulus mapping was made by indenting 512 Â 512 points over a 2 mm Â 2 mm image area. In vitro cell culture tests. All the polymer films were prepared by depositing onto gold-coated silicon substrates (approximately 0.2 cm 2 ) at a charge density of 120 mC cm
À2
. For each group, 3 to 4 independent samples were prepared for each test. Prior to cell seeding, the samples were sterilized by immersing into ethanol for overnight. After rinsing with PBS 2 times, the samples were transferred into 50 mg mg À1 collagen I (from rat tail, Invitrogen) PBS solutions and incubated for 4 h. After collagen coating, the samples were rinsed with PBS and transferred into a 24-well culture plate. Rat pheochromocytoma cells expressing green fluorescent protein (PC-12-Turbo-GFP, Marin Pharm) were seeded onto the samples at a density of 2 Â 104 per well through a 22 gauge needle to dispense the cells. The cells were cultured in growth medium RPMI 1640 (Corning Cellgro) plus 5% fetal calf serum (FCS), 10% horse serum (HS), 2 mM L-alanyl-Lglutamine, 1% Pen-Strep and 1% non essential amino acids (NEAA) overnight before switching to differentiation medium (RPMI 1640 with 150 ng mL À1 NGF, 1% FCS and 1% HS). 36 For cell viability tests, the cell numbers were calculated before switching to differentiation medium. For neurite length measurements, after day 4, the differentiation media was replaced with freshly prepared new differentiation medium. Cell viability tests. The cell culture medium was replaced with 0.25% trypsin solution (with 3.32 mM EDTA, Corning) and incubated at 37 1C for 3 to 5 minutes to detach cells. The trypsin solution with cells was transferred to a 15 mL centrifuge tube. 5 mL fresh cell culture medium was added. The cell suspension was centrifuged at 200 rpm for 5 min at room temperature. The medium was then pipetted out. 1 mL of new medium was added and the cell pellet was dispersed into the medium. 10 mL of this cell suspension was withdrawn and mixed with 10 mL trypan blue solution (0.4%, Invitrogen), which only stains the dead cells. After mixing, the mixture was pipetted onto a cell counting chamber slide (Countesst, Invitrogen). The slide was placed into a Countess Automated Cell Counter (Invitrogen). The cell viability was given as the percentage of live cells in the total cell numbers. For each sample, 5 to 10 independent measurements were performed.
Neurite outgrowth measurements. The samples were transferred onto a glass slide that had PBS as the mounting medium after 4 days of exposure in differentiation medium. A cover glass was mounted onto the slide. The fluorescence images were collected under the Nikon Eclipse LV100 POL microscope. For each group, 3 to 4 samples were prepared and for each sample, 10 to 12 images on different spots of the film were taken. All the images were loaded into FIJI software. The length of neurites was measured by drawing a line from the neurite end to the junction between neurite cell bodies using FIJI software.
Statistics. The statistical analysis was performed with the computer program Minitab 17. The null hypothesis was that the cell viability for the different materials were all equal. The alternate hypothesis was at least one of the means of cell viability for the different materials were not equal. This was tested by performing four One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tests: one ANOVA test for each day of data recording (day 2, day 5, day 8, day 11). The response of the ANOVA was cell viability and the factor was the material. In addition, a Dunnett method of multiple comparisons was performed with PEDOT as the control group level. All were performed at 95% confidence level (a = 0.05). 32 The oxidation potential of EPh and EDOT in acetonitrile was found to be at +0.85 V and +1.25 V versus SCE, respectively. It was suggested that the copolymer can be electrochemically synthesized by applying a voltage that was higher than both of the monomers in a mixed monomer solution. 37 Fig. 2 shows cyclic voltammetry (CV) scans in the monomer solutions. Above +1.2 V (vs. Ag/AgCl), EPh, EDOT and the monomer mixtures (1% and 2% EPh feed ratio) were irreversibly oxidized. The integrated area under the CV curve expanded after each scan, confirming the formation of an electroactive film. Typically, the CV curves in EDOT solution during polymerization only showed a wide capacitive response as a result of overlapping redox peaks. Compared to EDOT, the CV sweeping in EPh solution showed a significantly decreased current response. Except for a redox peak at +1.1 V that increase after each CV cycle, there was not much electroactivity in the EPh solution within the scan range. In the mixed monomer solutions, although the CV curves showed similar wide capacitance that was contributed by the EDOT moieties there was an overall decrease of current response after each CV cycle, especially in the negative potential range compared to that in neat EDOT solution. This decreased electroactivity suggested that the less electroactive EPh, even at relatively low concentration (2%), could be simultaneously oxidized with EDOT and incorporated into the film, as evident from the CV curve. 
Results and discussion
Electrochemical polymerization of EDOT and EPh copolymers (PEDOT-co-EPh) EPh monomer was synthesized following Idzik et al.'s procedure.
Optical properties of PEDOT-co-EPh
PEDOT-co-EPh copolymer films were obtained by applying an oxidizing current (80 mA cm À2 , potential recorded around +2.4 V) in a series of mixed monomer solutions. The galvanostatic deposition method was chosen as it gives better control of the film deposition. It was found that the film color changed systemically as the amount of EPh in the solution increased. As shown in Fig. 3 , the electrochemically deposited neat PEDOT had a characteristic sky-blue color due to its partially oxidized state. The film deposited at 0.1% EPh showed a slightly yellowish color. The yellow tone became much clearer at 0.2% EPh while at 1% the film turned into a golden color. Further increasing the EPh feed ratio led to a reddish color in the resultant films. At 20%, the golden color became pinkish. The homopolymer PEPh had a deep red color. The UV-vis-NIR spectra of the galvanostatically deposited PEDOT-co-EPh polymer films, formed with the same total deposition charge (72 mC cm
À2
) showed that the copolymerization shifted the absorption maximum to shorter wavelengths. As shown in Fig. 4 , the neat PEDOT films had a low and broad absorption from visible light to near IR. Adding only 0.1% EPh did not significantly change the absorption properties. However, at 0.2% EPh, broad peaks from 500 and 760 nm started to emerge in the spectra. This explains the yellowish tone on the overall blue film. At 0.5% EPh, a new absorption peak at B650 nm was found, accompanied by a shoulder around 500 nm. It also had a high absorption from 900 to 1400 nm, peaking around 1100 nm. Increasing the EPh feed ratio to 1%, the absorption at 500 nm increased. A decrease of absorption at longer wavelengths was also found.
At higher EPh feed ratios, there was a further blue-shift of wavelength of the absorption maxima. Additional peaks around 450 nm also started to appear. For example, 10% EPh feed ratio resulted in twin peaks at 432 nm and 500 nm in the spectrum. The absorption around 450 nm increased with further EPh concentration in the feed. At 20%, the relative height of B450 nm peak to its 500 nm counterpart greatly increased.
For the PEPh homopolymer films, the 500 nm absorption became a shoulder peak.
The l max of the films deposited in different EPh feed ratio is summarized in Fig. 4b . It was clear that l max decreased quickly at very low EPh feed ratios. The absorption maximum blue shifted from over 1000 nm for 0.1% EPh to around 500 nm for 1% EPh. The absorption at longer wavelength (900 to 1600 nm) also decreased quickly at less than 1% EPh, while the absorption at shorter wavelengths (400 to 600 nm) increased with increasing EPh feed (Fig. 4c) . It was thus possible to tune the absorption maximum of the films by tuning the EPh feed ratio from 0.1% to 1%.
As is usual with electrochemical deposition, the film thickness could be readily controlled with the deposition charge. At higher deposition charges, thicker films were formed, as is evident from the increased optical absorption. Fig. 5 show the UV-vis-NIR spectra of the PEDOT and PEPh as a function of deposition charge. The broad absorption of PEDOT starting from the visible to IR range generally increased with increasing deposition charge. The characteristic l max of PEPh was found to be between 400 nm and 600 nm. An absorption around 430 nm increased with deposition charge. At low deposition charge (0.4 mC cm À2 ), a broad absorption peak of PEPh homopolymer appeared around 500-600 nm. With increasing deposition charge, two peaks, around 450 and 550 respectively, could be identified. The peak around 450 increased with the increasing deposition charge. It became the main l max at higher deposition charges while the B550 peak became a shoulder peak.
Surface morphology of PEDOT-co-EPh films
The copolymerization significantly changed the surface morphology of PEDOT films. As shown in Fig. 6 , when using perchlorate as dopant, the PEDOT film had a fuzzy, fibrous surface composed 
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of B100 nm polymer islands interconnected by numerous nanofibers. It was found that only 0.1% EPh in the monomer feed significantly changed the surface morphology. The nanofibers completely disappeared from the surface. Instead, the polymer islands packed together and fused onto the underlying layer. At 1% EPh, the texture of film became very smooth. No fine structures could be found on the surface except for sparsely distributed B200 nm particles. At 10% EPh in the feed, the film started to demonstrate a bumpy morphology. At 20%, the surface was composed of B500 nm large bumps which in turn were formed by clusters of B50 nm small particles. This morphology was similar to the surface morphology of the PEPh homopolymer. Another observation was the buckling of the polymer surface. The polymer films were all deposited onto ITO substrates from acetonitrile solutions and then dried in air before being subjected to morphological observations in the vacuum of the SEM. Acetonitrile is known to cause modest swelling of PEDOT. 38 On a substrate that has no specific interactions with the film, the swelling and drying can lead to film buckling. The buckling pattern was thus a function of the extension of swelling (the interactions between the solvent molecules) and the mechanical properties of the film itself. For PEDOT, dense buckling patterns were formed on the surface. The ridges in the buckled film were about 5 mm wide. It was clear that copolymerizing with EPh substantially decreased the extent of buckling seen in the SEM. From 0.1% to 10% EPh feed ratio, the buckling was significantly reduced. At 20% EPh and above the films remained smooth and flat, with no buckling. This transition is evidently related to the increase in mechanical properties and decrease in solvent swelling due to crosslinking.
Increased impedance of PEDOT-co-EPh
The charge transport properties of the PEDOT-co-EPh polymer films were characterized by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). With its electronic and ionic conductivity and large effective surface area, PEDOT coatings have been shown to greatly decrease the system impedance of metal electrodes. As shown in Fig. 7 , at frequencies below 1 kHz, a decrease of B2 orders of magnitude could be found with PEDOT coatings. The EPh-crosslinked PEDOT, however, became much less conducting than the PEDOT homopolymer. With only 0.1% EPh monomer in the feed, the copolymer film showed similar impedance spectra as the PEDOT film at the same deposition charge density. By increasing the EPh feed ratio to 0.2%, a slight increase in impedance magnitudes was found. With this conducting polymer coating, the impedances at lower frequencies (1 Hz to 100 Hz) were still much lower than the bare electrode. However, it showed slightly higher impedances than the bare electrode at higher frequencies.
When the EPh feed ratio was increased to 1%, the impedance benefit from the conducting polymer coating was diminished. At 1% EPh feed ratio, the impedance magnitude of the coated electrode was similar to that of the bare electrode. A slight increase of impedance was found at higher frequency ranges (from 1 kHz to 100 kHz). With further increases in the EPh feed ratio, the copolymer film became even more insulating. Above 2%, the impedance of the coating was higher than that of the bare Pt. Similar insulating effects were found for 10%, 20% and 50% EPh films (Fig. 7) . Fig. 7b shows the impedance magnitudes at 1 Hz and 1 kHz for different EPh feed ratios. The initially low impedance increased substantially with increasing EPh feed ratio, becoming higher than the bare electrode for EPh concentrations above 1%. The maximum was found at 10% and then plateaued for higher EPh feed ratios.
For the purpose of neural recording and stimulations, it is desirable to maintain low impedance at the electrode/tissue interface. Previously, it was found that the low impedance of conducting polymer coated electrodes could be correlated with the high effective surface areas of its fuzzy morphology. 39 Here two factors could be related to the decreased conductivity of the polymer coatings. From the morphology, it was likely that the relatively dense surface from crosslinking would not support sufficient ion transport through the interface, resulting in higher impedance. On the other hand, from the UV-vis-NIR absorption, it was found that the copolymerization decreased the effective conjugation length of the polymer film. It was thus possible that the EPh unit served as a defect to the conjugated backbone. 40, 41 With shorter conjugation chain length, the material became less conducting.
Mechanical properties
The addition of EPh clearly improved the mechanical cohesion of the PEDOT films. As discussed before, the copolymerization had shown effects on the buckling behaviour of the electrochemically deposited films. Macroscopically, much more uniform and robust films were observed with higher EPh feed ratios. We found that above 10% EPh feed, the thicker copolymer films tended to easily detach from ITO substrate as an intact whole. However, without any supporting matrix, these films were still too brittle for tensile tests. In order to evaluate the effects of crosslinking on the mechanical properties of PEDOT films, a PeakForce QNMt AFM method was adopted. The films were indented at a nanometer depth (1-2 nm) with an AFM tip. The typical force constant of the tip was 5 N m À1 with a frequency of 150 kHz.
The tip radius ranged from 2-12 nm depending on manufacturing conditions. The precise tip radius was calibrated with a TiO 2 standard before each set of measurements. The elastic modulus of the materials was calculated from the force curves using the Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT) model. [42] [43] [44] Fig. 8 shows the topological map and modulus histogram of PEDOT, 0.1% and 0.5% EPh feed ratios. The latter two compositions were compared with PEDOT since they maintained the relatively high conductivity needed for neural probe coatings. It was found that the indentation modulus calculated from QNMt mode with the DMT model for PEDOT was 0.75 AE 0.16 GPa. The film deposited at 0.1% EPh had a modulus of 1.35 AE 0.48 GPa. However, at 0.5% EPh, the modulus became 4.9 AE 2.1 GPa, which was B5 times larger than the PEDOT film. It should be noted that mechanical properties of neat PEDOT films are known to be influenced by factors such as dopant and humidity. Green et al. measured the indentation modulus of PEDOT films with different small molecule dopants. 16 It was found that larger dopants lead to higher modulus. The indentation modulus for electrochemically polymerized PEDOT film doped with perchlorate was measured as 1.29 AE 0.72 GPa. 16 However, using a similar AFM PeakForce method, the same group reported that the average modulus of perchlorate doped PEDOT (PEDOT:ClO 4 ) film was 68.0 MPa. 45 The authors suggested that the indentation method suffered from the large tip radius (100 mm), which would likely have contributed to the overestimation of the stiffness. 45 However, in this research, the modulus measured from 2-20 nm tip nanoindentation was also found to be in the GPa range. One possible factor for this discrepancy is the different calibration methods employed between the two AFM PeakForce measurements. In Hassarati et al.'s paper, 45 the calibration of tips was performed on a relatively soft PDMS standard (with a modulus around 1 MPa). The relative calibration method forces the value of ratio K/R 0.5 to be correct at a given indentation depth. This assumes limited modulus difference between standards and the samples to be measured. As the modulus of PEDOT was expected to be around hundreds of MPa to several GPa range, we found that the modulus varies dramatically between groups when using this soft standard for calibration. In order to measure this large range of modulus in a consistent manner, a universal calibration method was adopted in this research. The force constant of the cantilever was calibrated through thermal tuning and the precise tip radius was measured through analysing standard TiO 2 samples. The relative humidity (rH) can also have a significant influence on the stiffness of the PEDOT films. Lang et al. 46 found that for cast PEDOT:PSS (Baytron P) films, the Young's modulus varied from 0.9 AE 0.2 GPa at 55% rH to 2.8 AE 0.5 GPa at 23% rH. However it should be noted that in this PEDOT:PSS dispersion, excessive PSS was required to stabilize the electrolyte complex. 47 Typically, the weight ratio for PSS to PEDOT can vary from 2.5 : 1 to 6 : 1. Also, PSS is highly hygroscopic. The dependence of the Young's modulus on humidity can thus be largely attributed to the hydration kinetics of PSS. 48 The counterion concentration in these electrochemically polymerized PEDOT films, on the other hand, is substantially lower. 49 Thus, variation of stiffness with humidity is expected to be smaller. It was found that the modulus of hydrated PEDOT:ClO 4 films decreased for 38% while PEDOT:PSS over 90%. 45 
Biocompatibility
The excellent biocompatibility of PEDOT has been well documented. 25, 50 However, it was unknown if the changes in chemical composition of PEDOT-co-EPh copolymers as well as the surface stiffness would change the biocompatibility of the films. For this purpose, PC-12 cell lines were employed as an in vitro model to test the biocompatibility of PEDOT-co-EPh films with different EPh compositions. The cell viability on day 2, 5, 8 and 11 after seeding was tested. It was found that all of the samples well supported the cell growth. As shown in Fig. 9a , the viability across all days remained above 80%. A slight drop of viability on day 8 for 0.2% EPh feed ratio ( p o 0.05) and on day 11 for 1% EPh ( p o 0.001) was found, but it still remained above 70%. After switching to differentiation medium, the outgrowth of neurites was measured. As shown in Fig. 9b , it was found that the PC12 cells grew well on these substrates, with a large percentage of cells expressing interconnected neurites. The mean neurite length was found to be between 150 to 250 mm. Fig. 9c shows the neurite distributions of the cells cultured on different polymer substrates. Most neurites were around 100-200 mm. However, neurites that grew over 800 mm were also observed. These results demonstrate that the EPh crosslinked PEDOT showed no significant issues with cytotoxicity toward PC-12 cells. With the ability to deliver charge, these polymer substrates could also potentially be employed to guide cell growth through electrical stimulation. 51 
Conclusions
A three-armed EDOT crosslinker with a benzene core, EPh, was electrochemically copolymerized with EDOT in mixed monomer solutions to create heavily branched or crosslinked PEDOT-co-EPh copolymer coatings on metal electrodes. It was found that copolymerization with EPh dramatically changed the optical absorption of the PEDOT-co-EPh films. The absorption at longer wavelengths (900 to 1600 nm) decreased quickly with increasing EPh feed ratio, while new absorptions between 400 to 600 nm increased at the same time. As a result, the film color gradually changed from sky blue for PEDOT to pinkish and red for PEPh. The crosslinking also led to a denser surface morphology of the resultant films, as seen in SEM. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy showed that the copolymerization had a negative effect on the impedance of the coatings. At the lowest EPh feeds (less than 0.02%), the PEDOT-co-EPh films had comparable impedances to neat PEDOT coatings. However, the impedance quickly increased with higher EPh feed ratios. Macroscopically, more coherent film formation was observed at higher EPh feed ratios, suggesting improved mechanical strength. This observation was confirmed by AFM nanoindentation tests, where at 0.5% EPh, the film had 5Â larger QNMt indentation modulus than PEDOT. Lastly, in vitro cell culture tests showed that the PEDOT-co-EPh films exhibited excellent biocompatibility to PC-12 cell lines, with limited cytotoxicity and the ability to support neurite outgrowth. Our results suggest that for neural interface applications, the materials expected to be of most interest will be PEDOT-co-EPh copolymers with less than 1% EPh. These materials retain the ability to facilitate charge transport between the electrode and tissue, yet also have substantially improved mechanical properties. 
